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4-Pair PoE: Common Questions About 4-Pair PSE’s Today
1. Is there an Industry Standard for 4-Pair PoE?
NOT YET. There is no industry interoperability standard for 4-pair PoE. IEEE 802.3at, the standard for 2-pair PoE, both excludes
and prohibits 4-pair powering. In 2014, the IEEE began work on a new PoE standard, IEEE 802.3bt, that will eventually include
4-pair PoE. Expected completion of this standard is in 2018.

2. What PSE tests (PSE Conformance, PSE Multi-Port) does Sifos offer for 4-Pair PSE's?
PSE Conformance Testing is strictly predicated upon published specifications that describe PSE behaviors necessary to insure
interoperability under all circumstances with all compliant PD's. Because there is NO PUBLISHED SPECIFICATION for 4-Pair PSE's,
there can be no PSE Conformance Test Suite for 4-pair PSE's. Many proprietary 4-Pair PSE’s are designed to be fully compatible
with IEEE 802.3at compliant PD’s so it is a good idea to test these ports with the PSE Conformance Test Suite for 802.3at using
both Type-1 (15.4W) and Type-2 (30W) emulations. The Multi-Port Test Suite may also be useful in analyzing PSE system traits.

3. Are all 4-Pair PSE's basically the same ?
NO. Sifos is aware of at least five different and incompatible design concepts for 4-Pair PoE meaning that 4-Pair PD's must be
designed to work specifically with compatible 4-Pair PSE's. For this reason, any test strategies for 4-Pair PSE's must be
specially conceived to address the unique aspects of each technology and must do so in the absence of published specifications.

4. What about Universal PoE (UPoE) – is it "universal" ?
NO. UPoE was originally a Cisco trade name for a 60 watt 4-Pair PoE system developed by Cisco and deploying a modified and
extended version of IEEE 802.3at LLDP power negotiation. However, the term UPoE has since then become an informal
reference to other modes of 4-Pair PoE that are completely incompatible with the Cisco UPoE system.

5. What does Sifos offer for testing 4-Pair PSE's ?
The PSA-3000 (and PSL-3000) was originally designed to accept connections from 4-pair PSE’s to Port #2* of each test blade,
and to Port #2 of a PSA-3002 Compact PSA. The 4-pair mode is a distinct operating state of each test blade. A PSA-3000
chassis with all 12 slots populated can provide 4-pair loading to at least 95 watts per port on up to 12 PSE ports. PSA Interactive
offers a 4-pair menu system for configuring signatures per pair-set, configuring 4-pair power loading, and providing a variety of
measurements, including Standard Waveforms (PSA only, not PSL) that depict many 4-pair PSE behaviors and characteristics.
PowerShell PSA provides a number of commands and utilities to address 4-pair PSE testing including resource configurations,
emulated power-ups, and metering. On systems enabled for LLDP emulation, flexible Cisco UPoE LLDP emulation is available to
support testing of Cisco UPoE PSE’s in both PDA Interactive and PowerShell PSA. On systems enabled for the Multi-Port Suite,
Multi-Port Live PD emulation can flexibly emulate several flavors of proprietary 4-pair PD’s on up to 96 total PSE ports.
* Newer PSA-3202 and PSL-3202 test blades can connect 4-pair PSE’s to either Port #1 or Port #2 of each test blade, though 4pair loading is still restricted to one 4-Pair PSE port per test blade at any one time.

Overview
The IEEE 802.3 standard, 802.3at, describes an interoperable Power-over-Ethernet system based upon conveying up to 25.5
watts to a Powered Device with the power delivered on two Ethernet cabling pairs. Powered devices are required to be
agnostic concerning which two pairs deliver the power with the alternatives being TIA/EIA pairs 2 and 3 (ALT-A “pair set”) or
pairs 1 and 4 (ALT-B “pair set”). The maximum PD load is derived from a maximum steady state current flow of 600mA split
between two conductors of a Category 5 cable pair.
While IEEE 802.3at prohibits Power Sourcing Equipment (PSE) from using more than two pairs for power, one pair to source
current and one pair for return current on the same link segment, TIA/EIA and ISO guidelines concerning maximum current
(600mA) flow do not preclude the use of all four cabling system pairs typically found in Category 5 and higher cabling
structures. This fact opens the door to the possibility of a non-802.3 compliant (proprietary) PSE that can source up to 51
watts to a Powered Device (PD) using all 4 pairs, that is, two pairs to source current and two pairs to return current. Because
of DC power dissipation on Ethernet cable, such a PSE would need to source at least 60 watts to assure 51 watts are delivered
to a PD that is 100 meters distant from the PSE. In fact, one compelling argument in favor of 4-pair Power-over-Ethernet
relates to the opportunity to reduce DC power dissipation by a factor of two for all power levels including those PD’s that
require 13 watts or less. By splitting power to 4 pairs, the effective line resistance is halved. Using heavier gauge cabling (e.g.
AWG 23) and constraining cable bundling between PSE and PD could allow even greater power delivery within proprietary
systems that might source between 75 and 99 watts.
Proprietary systems designed for 4-pair powering generally include a mechanism to allow a PD to indicate to a PSE that it is
capable of receiving power on both ALT-A and ALT-B pairs and that it will require power levels above and beyond the maximum
25.5 watts delivered under the 802.3at standard. Depending upon the specifics of the 4-pair powering system, PD’s may or
may not have access to full 4-pair power when initially powered and thus may need to support modes of 2-pair powering.
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Proprietary 4-Pair PoE Systems
Proprietary 4-Pair Power-over-Ethernet systems can be categorized into one of five types:







Single Pair Set Detection/Classification, Dual Source with Coincident or Near-Coincident Power-Up (PSE1)
Dual Pair Set Detection/Classification, Dual Source with Coincident or Near-Coincident Power-Up (PSE2)
Single Pair Set Detection/Extended Physical Classification, Single Source Powering (EV3)
Single Pair Set Powering with Extended LLDP Classification to Qualify Dual Source Powering (UPoE)
PSE2 (see #2 above) combined with Extended LLDP Classification (UPoE2)

PSE1 System: This PSE will only perform detection on one pair set, ALT-A or ALT-B. Detection may be 802.3 standard (e.g. 25
K signature), or it may be proprietary (e.g. 12 K signature) such that the detection signature conveys the 4-pair PD.
Separately, this PSE may classify the PD looking for either an ordinary class signature (e.g. 40mA Class 4) or an out-of-bounds
class signature (e.g. 55 mA). In order for such a PSE to interoperate safely with ordinary 802.3 PD’s, either the proprietary
detection or proprietary class signature must be used to decide whether all four pairs are to be powered.
PSE2 System: This PSE will perform 802.3at detection and perhaps 802.3at classification on both pair sets, ALT-A and ALT-B. If
the detection measurement is exactly simultaneous on both pair sets and valid 802.3 signatures (e.g. 25 K ) are measured on
each, then that would indicate a PD that is non-standard since an 802.3 standard PD would generally “mix” those two
measurement signals assuring neither would see the valid detection signature. Furthermore, power requirements could be
conveyed by “independent” class signatures on each of the pair groups. In order for such a PSE to interoperate with ordinary
802.3 PD’s, single (autonomous) pair set detection and classification measurements would also need to be performed. One
example of this system is Microsemi’s PoH technology.
EV3 System: Another system for 4-pair powering would involve the use of an extended physical layer classification system
involving three or more classification measurements separated by 802.3at defined Mark regions. In this case, PD detection is
performed in accordance with 802.3at rules, however, an extended classification measurement is made by the PSE where the
PD presents a dynamic rather than static class signature to signify it’s desire for 4-pair power. Since 802.3at compliant PD’s
only present static class signatures, this system is inherently compatible with 802.3at compliant PD’s. A prevalent example of
this system is LTPoE++™ from Linear Technologies.
UPoE System: A fourth system for 4-pair powering uses ordinary 802.3at detection and classification methods, then after
applying power to the Alt-A pair set, the 802.3at LLDP negotiation protocol is extended to allow a PD and a PSE to mutually
recognize the need for 4-pair power levels and the ability of the PSE to provide that additional power on the Alt-B pair set.
Cisco has developed such a system referred to as UPoE. The extended LLDP protocol adds a new TLV to the standard 802.3at
LLDP protocol to convey 4-pair capabilities and configurations. Power requests from a PD, given 4-pair mutual identification,
can then go up to 51 watts. This system is inherently backward compatible with ordinary 802.3at PD’s because the proprietary
TLV will only be processed and transmitted by UPoE capable (4-pair) PD’s while the remainder of LLDP protocol is standard
compliant. This system requires PD’s to tolerate a relatively long period of time where only the ALT-A pair set is powered.
Additional proprietary systems may combine features described above, for example UPoE2, a PSE that behaves as PSE2 during
detection and power-up, but then uses UPoE LLDP protocol to further negotiate power levels.

4-Pair PSE Analysis with the PSA-3x02, PSL-3x02, and PSA-3002
PowerSync Analyzer and Programmable Load test blades were originally designed to facilitate 4-Pair PSE testing and 4-Pair PD
modeling or emulation. A 4-pair PSE should be directly connected to Port 2* on any PSA-3102 / PSL-3102 test blade (or PSA3002 Compact Analyzer). Internally, the test blade is then configured to route the ALT-A pair-set from that connection into the
Test Port 2 test resources while routing the ALT-B pair-set from that same connection into the Test Port 1 test resources (see
Figure 1). In this manner, the active loads can
be managed to draw equivalent power levels
from both ALT-A and ALT-B pair-sets, much like
a PD does when powered by a 4-pair PSE.
Firmware and software then “bind” the test
ports together to facilitate simultaneous
actions. It should be noted that since each pairset experiences distinct and separate test port
resources, that the detection signature
emulated in this setup is that of “dual”,
independent signature per pair-set rather than
a “single” combined detection signature with
*
full wave bridge access.
* See Page 3 footnote.
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PSA Interactive and 4-Pair PSE Analysis
PSA 4.1 software introduced a 4-pair menu system for manually
evaluating a variety of proprietary 4-pair PSE’s, including each of those
described above (PSE1, PSE2, EV3, UPoE, and UPoE2). This menu
system is the subject of Section 3.6 of the PSA-3000 and PSL-3000
Reference Manuals. The menu system includes one menu for
configuring 4-pair detection and classification signatures and powered
loads, including LLDP power negotiation, and a separate menu for
performing 4-pair measurements and producing a variety of informative
4-pair waveforms.
Figure 2: PSA Interactive Main Menu

The 4-Pair menu system is accessed from a 4-Pair drop-down menu in
PSA Interactive (see Figure 2) and PSA Interactive PL (not shown). The menus only support 4-pair PSE connections on Port #2
on each test blade so as to be universal to PSA/PSL-3102 and PSA/PSL-3202 test blades*.
Using the Load tab menu (see Figure 3), a user can select power polarity, detection signature, and pre-power load (or class
signature) on a per pair-set basis. Settings can be applied
to a single test blade, or to all test blades in a PSA-3000
(or PSL-3000) chassis. In effect, the settings for ALT-A
Pairs and ALT-B Pairs describe the characteristics of a
proprietary 4-pair PSE. These must be properly
configured in order to enable 4-pair power-ups and
metering (see Measure tab below). The Auto Discover
control can be used to automatically configure resources
to relevant 4-pair PSE characteristics.
Users also have full control over the method of
connection, that is, ALT-A and ALT-B simultaneously, ALTA only, or ALT-B only. Load power is configured in watts
applied to whichever pair-set(s) are powered by the PSE.

Figure 3: 4-Pair Load Menu

When analyzing Cisco UPoE PSE’s, or PSE’s that support
UPoE LLDP protocol, LLDP-managed power-ups and
power draw are readily configured and initiated from the
UPoE LLDP sub-menu. (Note: Requires LLDP license.)

The Measure tab menu (see Figure 4) offers a range of
abilities to perform measurements of voltage, current, or
power on either combined ALT-A and ALT-B pair-sets, or
individual pair sets. PSA-3000 measurements include
average voltage, average current, average power,
min/max peak voltage, min/max peak current, and scope
traces of voltage and current. PSL-3000 measurements
include average voltage, average current, and average
power.
Given 4-pair power with 4-pair metering, measurements
of current and power are combined 4-pair values while
voltages are provided on a per-pair set basis. PSA-3000
meters may be immediate triggered or triggered on PD
connect, PD disconnect, or PD load changes. PSL-3000
meters are immediate triggered only.
When using the PSA-3000, the Measure tab menu also
offers a variety of informative Standard Waveforms that
Figure 4: 4-Pair Measure Menu
capture critical PSE behaviors in response to typical
stimuli. In many respects, these one-button waveforms are the 4-pair equivalents to the standard waveforms offered in the
PSA Interactive Waveforms menu. As with other forms of metering, waveforms can be specified for both ALT-A and ALT-B pair
sets, or just for ALT-A or ALT-B pair sets. These waveforms only require that the Load tab menu be properly configured on ALTA and ALT-B pair sets for Polarity, Detection Sig., and Pre-Power Load.
* Sifos has introduced PSA/PSL-3202 test blades that enable both “single” and “dual” PD signature emulation accessible to
either Port #1 or Port #2. These blades will be essential to testing future IEEE 802.3bt compliant PSE’s.
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PSA Interactive 4-Pair Demonstration Procedures
Four demonstration procedures will provide examples of how to use PSA Interactive to analyze 4 styles of 4-pair PSE’s for a
variety of characteristics including power capacity analysis, single pair set disconnect shutdown timing, and powering
simultaneity. (Note: Examples were recorded using PSA version 4.1 software and do not show subsequent modifications.)
Demo 1: Assess Power Capacity and Overload Shutdown Threshold given EV3 style 4-pair PSE powered to sub-class 1 using
PSA-3000, Slot 1 (port 2). This procedure will use the Overload Current standard waveform to determine the approximate load
current tolerance, then apply that load on a power-up to measure port voltage to compute maximum power allowed to an EV3
PD.
Menu
4-Pair
Configuration

Procedure

Configure test port for EV3 type of 4pair PSE
Load tab menu
Select Slot 1
ALT A Pairs: MDI, 25K, EV3, Class 1
ALT B Pairs: MDI, No Signature, None(0mA)
Press Configure

Run the Overload
Shutdown
Waveform

Analyze
Waveform

Determine overload shutdown current
Measure tab menu, Standard Waveforms
Select Measure Pair Set= Both A & B
Press 4-Pr Ovld. mA

Determine approximate load capacity
in Current and Power
Icut = 1180 mA (From trace)
Iport(max) ~ 1160mA = 1.16A
If Vport = 50V, Pport(max)= 50V*1.16A= 58W
So Pport(max) is > 58W

Power Port to
58W Load

Power port to near full capacity
Load tab menu
Set 4-Pair Load Power to 58W
Press Configue & Connect 4-Pair
Press Apply Load
Verify that Alt-A Status and Alt-B Status both
indicate “Powered”.
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Procedure

Measure actual port Voltage to
compute power capacity
Measure tab menu, DC Meters
Select Measured Pair Set= Both A & B
Select Meter Type= Voltage
Select Meter Mode= Average
Select Trigger= Immediate
Select Period= 100msec
Press MEASURE
Average Vport measures 55.0V.
Power Capacity= 1.16A x 55.0V= 63.8 Watts

Demo 2: Assess Disconnect Shutdown Timing on PSE1 port given ALT-A Disconnect using PSA-3000, Slot 2 (port 2). This
procedure will use the ALT-A Discx. V standard waveform to measure disconnect shutdown timing on both pair sets following
disconnection on the ALT-A pair set only. The PSE requires only a valid signature with Class 4 on ALT-A pairs to provide 4-pair
power.
Menu
4-Pair
Configuration

Procedure

Configure test port for PSE1 type of 4pair PSE
Load tab menu
Select Slot 2
ALT A Pairs: MDI, 25K, Class 4
ALT B Pairs: MDI, No Signature, Valid (DC) MPS
Press Configure
Note: Valid (DC) MPS on the ALT-B pair set is
required by this PSE1 type PSE to maintain 4pair power following all power-ups. This setting
assures at least 10mA load on ALT-B pairs.

Run the
Disconnect
Shutdown
Waveform

Analyze
Waveform

Determine ALT-A Disconnect Response on
both pair sets
Measure tab menu, Standard Waveforms
Select Measure Pair Set= Both A & B
Press Alt-A Discx. V

Measure disconnect shutdown times
on ALT-A and ALT-B pair sets
Alt-A Disconnect Shutdown at 360 msec
Alt-B Shutdown at 575 msec
Alt-B shutdown delayed by 215 msec.
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Demo 3: Measure Power-On Synchronicity between ALT-A and ALT-B pairs in a PSE2 Type PSE using PSA-3000, Slot 2 (port 2).
This procedure will use the standard PD Connect V waveform to assess the synchronicity of power-ups on a PSE2 type of 4-pair
PSE. The PSE is configured with ALT-A MDI-X polarity and ALT-B MDI polarity.
Menu
4-Pair
Configuration

Procedure

Configure test port for PSE2 type of 4pair PSE
Load tab menu
Select Slot 2
Select ALT A Pairs: MDI-X, 25K, Class 4
Select ALT B Pairs: MDI, 25K, Class 4
Press Configure
Note: Class 4 signatures on both pair sets are
required by this PSE2 type PSE for PD
classification and will also assure that PSE
maintains power after any power-up.

Run the PD
Connection
Waveform

Evaluate Power-Up Sequences on both
pair sets
Measure tab menu, Standard Waveforms
Select Measure Pair Set= Both A & B
Press PD Connect V

Analyze
Waveform

Load waveforms to Excel to get powerup timing
ALT-A Power-Up: 882.81 msec
ALT-B Power-Up: 882.81 msec
Power-Ups are simultaneous within 10 sec
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Demo 4: Measure Pair Set Voltages and Currents with 60W load applied to UPoE PSL-3000 or PSA-3000 on Slot 1 (port 2).
This procedure performs a UPoE 4-pair power-up to 60W loading, then measures average voltage and load current on each pair
set. The UPoE PSE is configured for MDI-X polarity on both pair sets. The procedure will emulate a UPoE PD that places a valid
detection signature on the ALT-B pair set when ALT-A pair set is powered.
Menu
4-Pair
Configuration

Procedure

Configure test port for MDI-X polarity
on both pair sets
Load tab menu
Select Slot 1
Select ALT A Pairs: MDI-X
Select ALT B Pairs: MDI-X
Press Configure
Note: Other ALT-A and ALT-B settings will be
ignored given Cisco UPoE LLDP power-up.

Power-Up UPoE
PSE Port to 60W
Load with LLDP
Negotiation

Perform Cisco UPoE LLDP power-up and
negotiation with PD loading of 60W at
PSE.
Select 4-Pair LLDP
Select Cisco UPoE
Select Alt-B Detect Required
Set UPoE PD Demand to 60W
UPoE Power & Negotiate
Note: LLDP from virtual PD will request 50.8W.

Assure UPoE power-up and LLDP
negotiation is successful
Alt-A Status= Powered
Alt-B Status= Powered

Measure ALT-A
and ALT-B
Voltages

Measure voltages on both pair sets using
100msec aperture.
Measure tab menu, DC Meters
Select Measured Pair Set= Both A & B
Select Meter Type= Voltage
Select Meter Mode= Average
Select Trigger= Immediate
Select Period= 100msec
Press MEASURE
Average Vport measures ~55.2V.
Both pair sets are within 130mV.
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Procedure

Measure current on ALT-A pair set
using 500msec aperture.
Select Measured Pair Set= Alt-A Pair
Select Meter Type= Current
Select Period= 500msec
Press MEASURE
ALT-A current measures 536 mA.

Measure current on ALT-B pair set
using 500msec aperture.
Select Measured Pair Set= Alt-B Pair
Press MEASURE
ALT-A current measures 537.75 mA.
Load difference is 1.75 mA between pair sets.

PowerShell PSA and 4-Pair PSE Analysis
PowerShell PSA software offers commands for elemental resource control (e.g. combined static and transient loads), metering
(e.g. combined current and power draw), emulated power-ups, and Multi-Port Live PD Emulation.
These features are summarized in the following table:
Feature
4-Pair Configuration,
Signature Configuration,
PD Connection

4-Pair Loading

PowerShell PSA Commands
(PSA Versions > 4.1)
psa_4pair
psa_4pair_auto_port

Supported 4-Pair Types

Purpose

(All)
2
3
PSE1, PSE2, EV3 , UPoE

psa_4pair_connect

(All)

class

(All)

iload_2

(All) (Range 0 to 1900 mA)

4-pair test blade config.
Determine and config 4-pair PSE
characteristics (type, alt, pol, etc)
Configure & connect 4-pair PD
detection/class signatures
Configure 2-pair class signatures
including EV3
Configure 4-pair powered load
current
Configure 4-pair load transient
Configure 4-pair power load while
powered
Perform 4-pair current
measurement

1

2

4-Pair Metering

4-Pair Emulated Power-Ups
& Disconnect Shutdowns

itrans_2
psa_set_4pair_load

(All) (Range 0 to 2000 mA)
1
(All) (Range 0 to 95 W)

idcaverage_2
2
idcpeak_2
2
idctrace_2
paverage_2

(All)

power_4pair

PSE1, PSE2 (to 95 watts)
2
1
EV3
(to 95 watts)
3
3
UPoE , UPoE2 (to 68
watts)
(All)
802.3bt

(All)
1

psa_4pair_disconnect
power_bt
3

LLDP for 4-Pair

Multi-Port Live PD
Emulation for 4-Pair PSE’s*
(Footnotes on page 9)
July, 2017

3

pd_4pair_lldp
3
pse_supports_4pair
3
pse_4pair_wait
psa_4pair_emulate_pd

3

UPoE , UPoE2
3
3
UPoE , UPoE2
3
3
UPoE , UPoE2
4
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3

PSE1, PSE2, UPoE
1
(Range 0.5 to 95 watts)
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Each of these PowerShell PSA commands are further
described in the PSA-3000 and PSL-3000 Reference
Manuals (see Figure 5) and as with all PowerShell PSA
commands, they provide build-in command help
explaining command arguments.
The following section will demonstrate the application
of certain PowerShell PSA commands in testing some
specific characteristics of 4-Pair PSE’s.

Figure 5: PowerShell PSA Documentation Sample – PSA
Reference Manual

PowerShell PSA 4-Pair Demonstration Scripts
Four PowerShell PSA test scripts are provided to demonstrate testing of 4-Pair PSE features:
Demo 1: Assess Power Capacity given EV3 PSE powered to sub-class 1 using PSA-3000. This demonstration will produce
equivalent information as Demo 1 under PSA Interactive produced above.
Demo 2: Assess disconnect shutdown time on PSE1 port from both ALT-A and ALT-B pairs using PSA-3000. This demonstration
will reproduce information gathered in Demo 2 under PSA Interactive above.
Demo 3: Measure Power-On synchronicity between ALT-A and ALT-B pairs in a PSE2 Type PSE using PSA-3000. This
demonstration will reproduce information gathered in Demo 3 under PSA Interactive above.
Demo 4: Measure Overload Shutdown Current Threshold on Spare Pair (ALT-B) of a UPoE PSE using PSL-3000 or PSA-3000 and
given a PD power request of 50.8 watts. (This demo could be reproduced using PSA Interactive in conjunction with a
PSA-3000 using the Measure tab Standard Waveform Alt-B Ovld. mA and observing the Alt-B waveform, after
specifying a UPoE LLDP configuration with 50.8 watt power load in the Load tab menu. Expected result for the PSE
utilized here is 631 mA.)

1. Static load current per PSA-3000 test port in 4-Pair powering modes is extended to 950mA continuous loading per pair, or
1900mA combined. This enables maximum power loading of 95 Watts at 50VDC. (Note! PSA-3002 Compact PSA maximum 4pair static load is limited to 1500mA and 75 Watts.)
2. Only supported in PSA-3000 PowerSync Analyzer, not supported in PSL-3000 Programmable Load
3. Requires LLDP Feature in PSA-3000 or PSL-3000
4. Requires PSE Multi-Port Feature in PSA-3000 or PSL-3000. Also requires LLDP Feature if emulating UPoE PD’s.
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Demo 1: Power Capacity of EV3 Type 4-Pair PSE: Sub-Class 1 (PSA-3000)
This script uses PSA-3000 active load transients to scan for 4-pair load capacity of an EV3 (LTPoE++) type PSE. Load transients
will be applied in increasing value with duration of 200 msec until any instantaneous shutdown is detected.
# Specify Test Slot
set slot 1
set portA "$slot,2"
set portB "$slot,1"

; # Alt A pairset
; # Alt B pairset

# Configure Polarity (MDI) to Slot 1 – power_4pair will handle ALT routing
polarity "$slot,99" pos ; # Use multicast port '99'
# Peform Emulated 4-Pair Power-up for Type EV3, Sub-Class 1
#
This should allow for power capacity of 52.7 watts to the PD (62 watts at PSE)
set status [power_4pair $portA -type EV3 1 p 35]
# Configure Load Range: 52 to 66 Watts, incrementing in 0.5 watt steps
if { [lindex $status 0] != "POWERED" } {
puts "PSE Failed To Power Up Properly !"
# PSE successfully applied 4-Pair power
} else {
set Vport [lindex $status 1]
set Istart [expr round(52.0 * 1000 / $Vport)] ; # mA
set Iquit [expr round(66.0 * 1000 / $Vport)] ; # mA
set Iincr [expr round(0.5 * 1000 / $Vport)] ; # mA, granular to 1 mA
# Probe for maximum tolerated load current using PSA-3000 Load Transients
#
Look for voltage removal using Trigger resource
trig1 $portA falling level 35 arm
set shutdown "NO"
for {set Itrans $Istart} {$Itrans <= $Iquit} {incr Itrans $Iincr} {
puts "Applying load current $Itrans mA on Port $portA..."
itrans_2 $portA i1 $Itrans t1 199m i2 $Itrans t2 1m ext
trigout $portA
after 105
set status [trig1 $portA stat]
if { [lindex $status 3] == "TRIGGERED" } {
puts "Shutdown Discovered at $Itrans mA."
puts "Power Capacity is [expr $Vport * ($Itrans - $Iincr) / 1000.0] Watts."
set shutdown "YES"
break
}
}
if { $shutdown == "NO" } {
puts "PSE Port tolerated $Itrans mA or 66 Watt Load!"
}
psa_4pair_disconnect $portA
}

Executing this script using PSA-3000 (test slot #1 with
PSE connected to test port #2) yields the following
result:

...
Applying load current 1126 mA on
Applying load current 1135 mA on
Applying load current 1144 mA on
Applying load current 1153 mA on
Applying load current 1162 mA on
Shutdown Discovered at 1162 mA.
Power Capacity is 63.9915 Watts.
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load
load
load
load
load

current
current
current
current
current

949
958
967
976
985

mA
mA
mA
mA
mA

on
on
on
on
on

Port
Port
Port
Port
Port

1,2...
1,2...
1,2...
1,2...
1,2...

The EV3 4-Pair PSE, given the Sub-Class 1 classification
signature, allowed up to 63.3 watts at the PSE output.
NOTE: The PSA Interactive Demo #1 performed above
determined this value to be 63.8 watts.
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Demo 2: Disconnect shutdown time on 4-Pair Type PSE1 port from both ALT-A and ALT-B pairs (PSA3000)
This script will measure Disconnect Shutdown times given simulated PD Disconnect to each of the ALT-A and ALT-B pairs. It will
use the event triggered time interval meter in the PSA-3000 to complete the measurement. The PSE used here only requires a
Class 4 signature on the ALT-A pair to generate a 4-pair power-up.
# Specify Test Slot
set slot 2
set portA "$slot,2"
set portB "$slot,1"

; # Alt A pairset
; # Alt B pairset

# Let Auto Port discover proper polarities for each ALT pair
#
First connect the 4-pair relay for this to work (requires PSA 4.0.14 ver.)
psa_4pair $portA enable
psa_4pair_auto_port $portA
# Power Up PSE Port first for ALT-A disconnect shutdown, then ALT-B
foreach pairset "A B" {
# Peform Emulated Power-up for Type PSE1 with ALT-A Detection to 38 watts
set status [power_4pair $portA -type PSE1 c 4 p 38]
# Configure and Arm the Time Interval Meter for timing the shutdown
#
Event trigger will mark the disconnect event
timint $portA start ext stop falling level 30 msec stat
# Disconnect Detection Signature on ALT-A pair (Port #2 of blade)
#
This will assure AC MPS disconnect shutdowns and prevent ALT-A power-up
port $portA isolate
# Terminate Load
#
If ALT B, be
if { $pairset ==
iload $portA i
} else {
iload $portB i
}

Current on desired pair and trigger the time interval meter
sure to return $port global to Port #2
"A" } {
0 trigout
0 trigout

# Wait for Result: Only options are READY or OVERFLOW
set status [psa_wait $portA timint]
if { [lindex $status 2] == "READY" } {
set Tmpdo($pairset) [lindex $status 4]
} else {
puts "PORT FAILED TO REMOVE POWER WITH 0mA ON ALT $pairGroup!"
set Tmpdo($pairset) "Failed_Shutdown"
psa_4pair_disconnect $portA
}
} ; # Next pairGroup
psa_4pair_disconnect $portA
# Present Results
foreach pairset "A B" {
puts "ALT-$pairset Forced Disconnect Shutdown Time= $Tmpdo($pairset) msec."
}

Executing this script in PowerShell PSA while connected to a PSE1 type 4-Pair PSE produces the following results:
ALT-A Forced Disconnect Shutdown Time= 361.7 msec.
ALT-B Forced Disconnect Shutdown Time= 576.0 msec.

This PSE requires more time to remove power after
disconnect signature is detected on the ALT-B pairs.

NOTE: The PSA Interactive Demo #2 performed earlier determined the values to be 360 msec for ALT-A and 575 msec for ALT-B.
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Demo 3: Power-On Synchronicity Between ALT-A and ALT-B Pairs in a PSE2 Style PSE (PSA-3000)
This script will configure both ports of a test blade to measure the time between a fixed reference event, namely an event
trigger issued from the Controller Blade (trigout 0,0) and the Power-Up edges on both ALT-A and ALT-B given a PSE2 type 4-Pair
PSE. With this type of PSE, both ALT-A and ALT-B detection signatures need to be simultaneously connected. The Power-Up
times are then compared and the difference computed.
# Specify Test Slot
set slot 2
set portA "$slot,2"
set portB "$slot,1"

; # Alt A pairset
; # Alt B pairset

# Configure Polarity MDI to Port 1 and MDI-X to Port 2 for this particular PSE
# Note: ‘psa_auto_port’ can also do this automatically if 4-pair relay is first enabled
polarity $portB pos
polarity $portA neg
# Configure Detection & Class Signatures on each pair using multicast port '99'
#
This PSE provides 4-pair Power with Class 4 Signature
passive "$slot,99" r 25 c 0
class "$slot,99" 4
# Connect the 4-Pair Configuration
psa_4pair $portA enable
# Configure & Arm Time Interval Meters for measuring time from Connect Event until Power-Up
timint $portB start ext stop rising level 45 msec stat
timint $portA start ext stop rising level 45 msec stat
# Issue Event Trigger from Port 0,0 so measurements are time synchronized
# Then connect both signatures using Port 99 (multicast Port)
trigout 0,0
port "$slot,99" connect
# Recover Time of Power-Up On Each Pair
foreach port "$portB $portA" {
# Wait for Result: Only options are READY or OVERFLOW
set status [psa_wait $port timint]
if { [lindex $status 2] == "READY" } {
set pwrupTime($port) [lindex $status 4]
} else {
puts "PORT FAILED TO APPLY POWER IN 6.6 SECONDS OR LESS!"
set pwrupTime($port) -1
}
} ; # Next Port
psa_4pair_disconnect $portA
# Calculate Difference in Start-Up Times
if { $pwrupTime($portB) > -1 && $pwrupTime($portA) > -1 } {
set deltaTime [expr abs($pwrupTime($portB) - $pwrupTime($portA))]
if { $pwrupTime($portB) < $pwrupTime($portA) } {
puts "ALT-B Powered Up $deltaTime msec ahead of ALT-A Pair."
} elseif { $pwrupTime($portA) < $pwrupTime($portB) } {
puts "ALT-A Powered Up $deltaTime msec ahead of ALT-B Pair."
} else {
puts "Both ALT-A and ALT-B Applied Power within 1 msec."
}
}

Executing this script using a PSE2 type PSE that strives to simultaneously power both pairs together produces the following
result:
Both ALT-A and ALT-B Applied Power within 1 msec.

So this particular PSE meets its goal of simultaneously
powering ALT-A and ALT-B pairs to the PD.
NOTE: The PSA Interactive Demo #3 performed earlier determined power-ups to be within ~10 sec on ALT-A and ALT-B.
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Demo 4: Overload Shutdown Current Threshold on Spare Pair (ALT-B) of a UPoE PSE (PSL-3000, PSA-3000)
This script is written to discover the overload shutdown current threshold on an UPoE 4-Port PSE “spare pair”, that is , the ALTB pairs. This threshold will be measured following a Power Allocation (via LLDP) of 50.8 watts at the PD. The task is similar to
the first script above, however, it will only apply static load changes on one of the two pair sets and it will use commands that
work with both the PSA-3000 and the PSL-3000.
# Specify Test Slot
set slot 2
set portA "$slot,2"
set portB "$slot,1"

; # Alt A pairset
; # Alt B pairset

# Configure Polarity MDI-X to Port 1 and Port 2 for this UPoE PSE using multicast port '99'
# power_4pair will handle ALT routing
polarity "$slot,99" neg
# Power Up the UPoE Port given a PD Power Request of 45 watts
#
Specify "No Detection Required" on the Spare Pair (this is arbitrary)
set status [power_4pair $portA -type UPoE det_req no p 50.8]
if { [lindex $status 0] != "POWERED" } {
puts "PSE FAILED TO APPLY POWER !"
} elseif { [lindex $status end] != "ACCEPTED" } {
puts "PSE FAILED TO GRANT REQUESTED 45 WATT POWER!"
# PSE Successfully Powered and Granted Full Power to PD
} else {
# First, Remove detection signature to prevent re-powering
port $port isolate
# Measure the present current on ALT-B Pairs
set Ib [expr round([lindex [idcaverage $portB period 100m stat] 3])]
# Report Total Load Current
puts "Starting Load Current on PSE is [lindex [idcaverage_2 $portA period 100m stat] 3] mA."
# Specify step size, 25mA, and start the scan
#
Use the iload command to temporarily increase static load and the pstatus
#
query to monitor power status
set Iincr 25 ; # mA
set shutdownFound "NO"
set Ipeak [expr $Ib + $Iincr]
while { $Ipeak < 750 } {
puts "Apply load current $Ipeak to ALT-B Pairs..."
iload $portB i $Ipeak
after 1000
iload $portB i $Ib
set status [lindex [pstatus $portB stat] 3]
# Shutdown Observed ?
if { $status != "ON" } {
set shutdownFound "YES"
puts "PSE Removed Power with ALT-B Current at $Ipeak mA.."
break
}
# Increment Load
set Ipeak [expr $Ipeak + $Iincr]
}
if { $shutdownFound == "NO" } {
puts "PSE remained powered with over [expr $Ipeak - $Iincr] mA on the ALT-B pairs!"
}
}
psa_4pair_disconnect $portA

Executing this script determines the overload current
threshold at which the PSE removes power given an
asymmetric overload on just the ALT-B pairs. In this
example, 631 mA on the ALT-B pair set produced the
overload shutdown.
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Starting Load Current on PSE is 910.3 mA.
Apply load current 481 to ALT-B Pairs...
…
Apply load current 606 to ALT-B Pairs...
Apply load current 631 to ALT-B Pairs...
PSE Removed Power with ALT-B Current at 631 mA..
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Multi-Port Live PD Emulation with 4-Pair PSE’s
The PSE Multi-Port Suite for the PSA-3000 and PSL-3000 provides capability to set up one or more (up to 96) test ports to
emulate user-defined 4-Pair PD’s. When test ports are set up for Live PD Emulation, they behave just like an actual PD so that
physical connections and disconnections lead to user-specified power-ups and power downs. Similarly, when PSE’s are
managed to shut down or restore PoE service to one or more ports, the behaviors will mimic the actual connection of userdefined PD’s.
Live PD Emulation is valuable for system developers and system testers who are evaluating PoE administrative and power
management processes. By providing a near limitless range of 802.3at Type-1, 802.3at Type-2, and proprietary 4-Pair PD
models, extensive analysis of system behaviors is readily achieved without the use of actual powered devices.
Live PD Emulation modeling 4-Pair PD’s may be accessed from PowerShell PSA or PSA Interactive, though flexibility in PD
modeling is higher if accessed from PowerShell PSA. The following table highlights 4-Pair Live PD Emulation capabilities
according to software environment.
Software
Environment

PSA
Interactive
PowerShell
PSA

PD Types Emulated

Detection
Signature

Detection
Pairs

Class
Signature

Load
Power
@ PSE
Intfc.

UPoE
Startup
Load

Terminate
Emulation in
Powered
State

ALT B
Load
Delay

PSE1

PSE2

uPoE

EV3

YES

YES

YES

NO

25K, 12K

A,B,A+B

YES

YES

YES

NO

NO

YES

YES

YES

NO

9-39K

A,B,A+B

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

Multi-Port Live PD Emulation: PSA Interactive
Prior to configuring Live PD Emulation, all test ports to be utilized must be
properly configured for ALT-A and ALT-B polarities in accordance with the
PSE design. All Test Port 1’s must be configured for ALT-B polarity (MDI
vs MDI-X) and all Test Port 2’s must be configured for ALT-A polarity (MDI
vs MDI-X). This configuration is performed using the Port Configuration
menu in PSA Interactive (see Figure 6).
The Live PD Emulation menu (see Figure 7) in PSA Interactive is accessed
from the main menu provided the presently connected PSA or PSL chassis
is licensed
for the
PSE MultiPort Suite.
From this
Figure 6: Use Port Configuration Menu to Establish
menu, the
Proper Polarity Configurations for all Port 1’s and Port 2’s.
Port
Resources sub-menu is accessed to configure the type of 4-Pair
PD to emulate, and then to select chassis’ and test ports to be
included in the Multi-Port Live PD Emulation. Within the Port
Resources sub-menu is a Pair Mode drop-down selection
control (see Figure 8). While this will default to 802.3at (2-Pair
PoE) PD emulation, it also allows for selection of 4pr_uPoE,
4pr_25K, and 4pr_12K models. (EV3 4-Pair Live PD Emulation
is not available.) With any of these three selections, Live PD
Emulation will emulate 4-Pair PD’s.
Figure 7: Live PD Emulation Menu

The PSA N and Ports buttons are used to select the PSA (or PSL)
chassis’ to use in the Multi-Port Live Emulation. The Ports buttons
open the Port Selection sub-menu where only Port 2’s will be
available when any of the
three 4-Pair Pair Modes
were selected (see Figure
9). Given that Live PD
Emulation can include up
to 8 chassis’ with up to 12
Figure 8: Config Ports Sub-Menu
test blades per chassis, a
Figure 9: Port Selection Sub-Menu
maximum of 96 4-Pair PD’s can be simultaneously emulated.
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Once configuration is completed, DONE is pressed in the Config Ports
sub-menu and PSA Interactive returns to the Live PD Emulation menu
(see Figure 10). In this menu, the user may select the pair set(s) that
will present detection/class signatures (ALT-A, ALT-B, or both), the PD
Class to be applied (usually Class 4) and the emulated 4-Pair PD Load
Power (watts). PD Load Power will always represent the power sourced
by each PSE port. The maximum value allowed for PD Load Power is 95
watts. This means the highest output power the PSE will experience is
95 watts given any of the 4-Pair types supported.
For Pair Mode set to (Cisco) UPoE PSE testing, the LLDP Controls will be
active, however, whereupon either Active Always or Active Until Grant
must be selected to achieve the required LLDP negotiation for 4-pair
power and power levels. Initial Power, that is pre-negotiated (ALT-A)
power load, can be specified between 0.5 and 15.5 watts.

Figure 10: Live PD Emulation Configuration Completed

Live Emulation is started by pressing the Start Emul
button and is terminated by pressing the Stop Emul
button. While Live PD Emulation is active (started),
the Get Status button is used to survey all of the test
ports in the Multi-Port resource configuration (i.e.
Status= “RUNNING”) to determine current powering,
and if applicable, LLDP negotiating status (see Figure
11). Each port that is powered will report both
current power load and output voltage per pair set.
When PSE ports are disconnected and re-connected to
PSA test ports, those PSA test ports will behave just as
would an actual 4-pair PD. Figure 11 depicts Live PD
Emulation of a PSE1 style 4-pair PD’s that provides
detection and class signature on the Alt-A pair set and
draws 45 watt load power.

Figure 11: Live PD Emulation Status – 6 of 8 “RUNNING” Ports are POWERED

At any time, the Show Resources button may be
pressed to observe the chassis and port resources
currently involved in the Live PD Emulation.

Multi-Port Live 4-Pair PD Emulation from PowerShell PSA
Multi-Port Live (4-Pair) PD Emulation is carried out from PowerShell using just the single command, psa_4pair_emulate_pd.
From PowerShell, more aspects of the Live PD Emulation can be configured and in some cases, the additional configuration
flexibility may be critical to testing objectives.
The psa_4pair_emulate_pd command configures and initiates live PD emulation on one test port or all test ports of a single
PSA/PSL-3000 chassis. To run 4-Pair Live PD Emulation on more than one PSA or PSL chassis, the command is simply reexecuted by sequentially connecting to each chassis address, then issuing the command to start the emulation. This is also true
when acquiring Live Emulation status from more than a single chassis. Multi-Port command utilities such as st_config and
st_psa (see PSA Reference Manual Section 4.15) may be utilized to support rapid connections to more than one PSA or PSL
chassis.
In the following example, Live PD Emulation is run on 4 ports of a PSE1 style 4-Pair PSE with a programmed PD power draw of
# Define Port List
set portList "1,2 2,2 3,2 4,2"
# Start up Live PD Emulations
#
Emulation command will manage the 4-Pair connection automatically
foreach port $portList {
psa_4pair_emulate_pd $port -type PSE1 alt A c 4 polA POS polB POS p 49.5 start
}
# Wait 5 seconds, then status the 4 ports
st_wait 5
foreach port $portList {
puts [psa_4pair_emulate_pd $port stat]
}
# Terminate the Live PD Emulation on ALL ports in chassis
psa_4pair_emulate_pd 99,99 stop
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49.5 watts. The PSE uses ALT-A for detection and
classification and expects a Class 4 signature to power four
pairs.
This script sequence produces status by test slot indicating
emulation status, PSE port power output, total PSE output
current, ALT-A and ALT-B pair state, voltage, current, and
power share percentage.
The psa_4pair_emulate_pd command can also be addressed
to all (Port #2’s) in a chassis using the slot,port argument of
“99,2”. This will run 4-pair Live PD Emulation on every port
of the presently connected PSA/PSL chassis. When a status
query is given this same argument, it will return a tabular list
of port power status and power loading with one row per
port.
The psa_4pair_emulate_pd command supports the generic ? help argument and is fully documented the PSA-3000 and
PSL-3000 Reference Manuals.
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Slot 1
Status: RUNNING
PSE_Power: 48.6 Watts
PSE_Current: 947.0 mA
ALT_A_Pairs
State: POWERED
Vport: 51.25 Volts
Iport: 474.75 mA
Power_Share: 50.0 %
ALT_B_Pairs
State: POWERED
Vport: 51.41 Volts
Iport: 472.25 mA
Power_Share: 50.0 %
Slot 2
Status: RUNNING
PSE_Power: 48.9 Watts
PSE_Current: 952.75
mA
ALT_A_Pairs
State: POWERED
Vport: 51.57 Volts
Iport: 475.25 mA
Power_Share: 49.9 %
ALT_B_Pairs
State: POWERED
Vport: 51.30 Volts
Iport: 477.50 mA
Power_Share: 50.1 %
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Slot 3
Status: RUNNING
PSE_Power: 49.2 Watts
PSE_Current: 961.25
mA
ALT_A_Pairs
State: POWERED
Vport: 51.23 Volts
Iport: 480.00 mA
Power_Share: 50.0 %
ALT_B_Pairs
State: POWERED
Vport: 51.14 Volts
Iport: 481.25 mA
Power_Share: 50.0 %
Slot 4
Status: RUNNING
PSE_Power: 49.5 Watts
PSE_Current: 964.0 mA
ALT_A_Pairs
State: POWERED
Vport: 51.33 Volts
Iport: 480.75 mA
Power_Share: 49.9 %
ALT_B_Pairs
State: POWERED
Vport: 51.14 Volts
Iport: 483.25 mA
Power_Share: 50.1 %

